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Hypo-Deductive Model of the Scientific Method

Reference: http://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-016-0021#f1
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The Garden of Forking Paths

Gelman and Loken, 2013

Hypothesis: “Does X affect Y?”

Control for time?

Exclude outliers?

Median or mean?

Start here

Statistically 
significant result
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What is Preregistration?
A time-stamped, read-only version of your research plan 

created before you begin data collection.

It contains:
● Hypothesis

● Data collection procedures

● Manipulated and measured variables

● Statistical model

● Inference criteria



When the research plan undergoes peer review before 

results are known, the preregistration becomes part of a 

Registered Report



What problems does preregistration fix?
1. The file drawer effect

2.   P-Hacking: Unreported flexibility in data analysis 

3.   HARKing: Hypothesizing After Results are Known

Dataset

Hypothesis



What problems does preregistration fix?

Preregistration makes the distinction between 

confirmatory (hypothesis testing) and exploratory

(hypothesis generating) research more clear.



Confirmatory vs. Exploratory Analysis

Context of confirmation

● Traditional hypothesis testing

● Results held to the highest 

standards of rigor

● Goal is to minimize false 

positives

P-values interpretable

Context of discovery

● Pushes knowledge into new 

areas/ data-led discovery

● Finds unexpected relationships

● Goal is to minimize false 

negatives

P-values meaningless
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Context of confirmation
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Context of discovery

● Pushes knowledge into new 

areas/ data-led discovery

● Finds unexpected relationships

● Goal is to minimize false 

negatives

P-values meaningless

Presenting exploratory results as confirmatory 

increases the publishability of results at the 

expense of credibility of results.



Example workflow

Collect New Data

Confirmation Phase

Hypothesis testing

Discovery Phase

Exploratory research

Hypothesis generating

Create Preregistration
Theory driven, a-
priori expectations



Prereg Templates

https://osf.io/x4gzt/
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Evidence Prereg Increases Rigor?

● Metascience 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jitIUlmDZS8




Effect Size Correction

Schäfer T and Schwarz MA (2019) The Meaningfulness of Effect Sizes in 
Psychological Research: Differences Between Sub-Disciplines and the Impact of 
Potential Biases. Front. Psychol. 10:813. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00813 
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FAQs
Can’t someone “scoop” my ideas?

1. Date-stamped preregistrations make your claim verifiable.

2. By the time you’ve preregistered, you are ahead of any 

possible scooper.

3. Embargo your preregistration.
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FAQs
Isn’t it easy to cheat?

1. Making a “preregistration” after conducting the study.

2. Making multiple preregistrations and only citing the one that 

“worked.”

While fairly easy to do, this makes fraud more intentional.

Preregistration helps keep you honest to yourself.



Tips for writing up preregistered work

1. Include a link to your preregistration (e.g. https://osf.io/f45xp)

2. Report the results of ALL preregistered analyses

3. ANY unregistered analyses must be transparent

https://osf.io/f45xp


THANK YOU!

Learn more: cos.io/prereg


